1. Translate the sentences:
   a. I bumped my chin on the table and I hurt myself.
   b. The nurse put the ID bracelet on my wrist so that she could identify me.
   c. Put the injection into her right arm.
   d. She twisted her knee and they need to do surgery on it.
   e. I hurt my back carrying a heavy bag, I wish I hadn’t done it!
   f. Could you show me your arm, please?
   g. My toe is bleeding, I need to cut the hemorrhage.

2. Write negative, interrogative and affirmative sentences:
   a. I have been working in the hospital for over 20 years.
      -
      ?
   b. I could see the doctor today.
      -
      ?
   c. I saw my father yesterday.
      -
      ?
   d. She is checking her temperature
      -
      ?
3. **Label the pictures:** /checking her temperature/ feeling sick/ being admitted to the hospital/ identifying a patient/ putting an injection/ cleaning a wound/ putting the blood pressure cuff on.

3. **A.**
3. **B.**
3. **C.**

4. **Choose the right answer:**

   a. I need to _________________ her temperature now.
   
   a. revise  
   b. check  
   c. put  
   d. see

   b. Could you please _________________? I need to check your pulse.
   
   a. sit up  
   b. stand up  
   c. lift your sleeve  
   d. walk
c. Do not hesitate to press the____________ anytime you need to.
   a. call button       b. bell       c. button       d. phone

   d. Your______________ was on September 3\textsuperscript{rd}.
      a. entry          b. admission      c. admission date     d. entrance

   e. I would love you to________________ on the scales, please.
      a. bend down   b. go over        c. stand up           d. lie down

   f. I counted your________________ while your watching the machine.
      a. cuffs       b. respirations   c. steps              d. push-ups